designs and topology are exploited to produce topological invariants of these designs. When these designs have a natural group action with 0 or 1 fixed point, these invariants are easily computed. Methods of constructing 2-(v, 3, A) designs with such a group action are given. Examples of this construction are given and the invariants are used to distinguish the designs.
(a; i, j, (0) in qIj. Let JlJJj{i) be the number of (a; i, j, (0) or (a; j, i, (0) in qIj. (Note (a; i, i, (0) counts i twice in JlJJj (i) .) The following result tells us precisely when il obtained from f!4 is in fact a 2-(v, 3, A) design. G# denotes the nonzero elements of G. LEMMA 2-(v, 3, A) design if and only if (1) '''' (a; i, j) + '''' ( -a; j, i) + ('''i(a; i, j) + '''i( -a; j, i»/3 + '''2 (a; i, j) + '''/ -a; j, i) + '''i(a; i, j) = Afor all a E G with all i =I j, and for all a E G# with all i = j; and (2) Jl,,/i) + (1/2) Jl"i(i) = { a, A, if 00 E "f/ for each i E ~.
Let f!4 s; Y;(G) u 9;(G). Then f!4 is a
PROOF. The following facts are easy to verify and give the proof in a straightforward manner. (a) Let [JJ = {(x, p) , ( &' occurs in exactly one block of the orbit of ffJ and the associated triple is equivalent to one of (s; p, q, (0) or «s; p, q), (t; q, r) , (u; r, p» where (t; q, r) , (u; r, p) =I (s; p, q) , ( -s; q, p) . (x, p) , ( (s; p, p) , (s; p, p», or «s; p, p) , (t; p, q) , (u; q, p» where q =I p and lsi =I 2, or (s; p, p, (0) . [JJ occurs exactly twice precisely when the associated triple is equivalent to one of «s; p, p), (t; p, q) , (u; q, p» where lsi = 2 or «s; p, p), (t; p, p) , (u; p, y; p, q, (0) or (y; q, p, (0) for any y E G.
When f!4 satisfies (1) and (2), we call ffJ a predesign. ffJ can be considered as a family of generalized difference sets. In this paper we find invariants of il in terms of a topological structure associated with f!4. The main results are in Section 3, with some requisite topology developed in Section 2. In Section 4 we give constructions of 2-(v, 3, A) designs from predesigns where G is elementary abelian. The constructions yield many distinct designs with the same parameters. To illustrate the power of both the constructions and the invariants, the appendix contains 416 distinct 2-(27, 3, 2) designs with "f/ = {oo} U (Z13 X {l, 2}), constructed and distinguished by hand. The first example in the appendix is described quite thoroughly; the reader may find it helpful to refer to this example while reading the main text.
General references to triple systems and difference families are [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [11] , [12] , [13] , and [14] . Connections between topology and combinatorics, including designs, are found in [1] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [10] , and [15] . It was the work of White in [15] which initiated the authors to study connections between designs and topology found here and in [4] . White's work in turn was influenced by [8] and [9] .
TOPOLOGICAL SPACES AND MAPS
Let ffJ be a predesign and ii the induced design. We form the realization of ii, [il] *, by forming a 2-simplex for each block with vertices labeled according to the block entries and then identifying all vertices with common labels and edges with common end labels. We do not identify interior points of the 2-simplices. This gives [il]* a natural cell structure. The construction of [ffJ] *, the realization of ffJ, is slightly more complicated since there are two types of triples. For each triple B of ffJ we form an oriented 2-simplex and label the vertices and edges as follows. If B is a triple of the form «gl; i, j), (g2; j, k) , (g3; k, i» we label the vertices VI, V 2 , and V3 with i,j, and k, respectively, and label the oriented edges gl from VI to V2' g2 from V2 to V 3 , and g3 from V3 to VI. If B is a triple of the form (g; i, j, (0) we label the vertices VI' V2' and V3 with i,j, and 00, respectively, and label the oriented edges g from 00 FIGURE I.
x P(X)
VI to V2, (00, i) from V3 to VI ' and (00, j) from V3 to V2' We form [~] * by identifying all vertices with the same label and all edges with the same edge labels and endpoint labels. An oriented edge from VI to V2 labeled g is identified with an oriented edge from V2 to VI with label -g. It should be noted that an edge labeled with an element of order 2 with both endpoints labeled the same is identified with itself using the opposite orientation. We also identify interior points of the simplices corresponding to triples of the form (00 ; i, i, a) with lal = 2 as in Figure I . The space [~] * is not a cell complex constructed as above but can be made into a simplicial complex by taking the second barycentric subdivisions of the 2-simplices.
Given a cell space X , we form P(X), the pull apart of X by forming a small connected neighborhood N of each vertex x and filling in the vertex for each component of the deleted neighborhood N -{x} . See Figure 2 . By a small neighborhood N x of x, we mean N x is contained in the interior of the union of all cells containing x. We let [81] = P ([81] .) and
Note that there is a continuous map ex: P(X) -+ X. See [4] for more detail.
In the above definition of P(X) if each x E X is in a closed n-cell for n ~ 2 then for all Letf'(x) = y. It is easy to check thatf' is continuous and unique.
Let X be a finite cell complex such that each x E X is in a cell of dim ~ 2. LEMMA 
Let G act on X with orbit space Y. Then there is an action of G on P(X) with orbit space P( Y).
PROOF. Let g E G and let gx: X --+ X be the associated homeomorphism. By the previous lemma, where P(X) plays the role of X and gxQx the role off, there is a unique map gP(X): P(X) --+ P(X) such that the diagram of Figure 4 commutes. Next suppose g' E G. As above we have a commutative diagram given in Figure 5 . Therefore the diagram in Figure 6 is commutative. Therefore (g + g')P(X) = g~(X) 0 gP(X) by uniqueness in the last lemma. Therefore, there is a group action of G on P(X) extending the action of G on X.
pIx)
Let n: X -+ XjG = Yand n': P(X) -+ P(X)jG be the orbit maps. Next we show that there is a homeomorphism !Y.: P(X)jG -+ P(Y). In order to define !Y. we note that if Figure 9 and the point x is not considered a vertex. A subcomplex in [g(f] 
THE INVARIANTS
Let IJI be a predesign and ~ the induced design. We know that [~] is a topological invariant of the design ~ and any invariant of [~] is in turn an invariant of ~ itself. In this section we investigate how to calculate certain invariants from the predesign. In particular,
for each component C of [~] we count the number of edges, vertices, and regions as well as calculate the degree sequence. We base these computations on the group action of G on 
Bv is a subgroup of G(C).
Let C be a component of [gH] . If a E C is a vertex, let d(a) be the degree of a . 1f a E C -n is a vertex, we define v(a) = IG(C)I, and
L e(l), For X a topological space we denote the set of path components of X by 1to(X). 
The proof of the above theorem is based on the group action of G on [fi] 
connected. Y I the component ofp-'(Y) with v,,(Y.) = G(Y), and XI, . .. ,X k the components of p-I(X) contained in Y I , then IG(Y)I/IG(X)I = k and the cosets of G(X) in G(Y) are v,,(X I ), ... , v,,(X k )·
PROOF. Let I :::;; i :::;; I, X E p -I(X) n X;, andg E v" (X;) be the group element associated
with associated group element gl' Since X; is path connected, there is a path from X to XI in the I-skeleton of Xi' In fact, since there are connected deleted neighborhoods of any point YEn, it follows that there is a path, y, in the I-skeleton of X; -n starting at X and ending at XI' Then p 0 y is a loop in X -n, and adding the edges around p 0 y gives the element gl -g. Therefore,
Then there is a loop y c I-skeleton of X -n whose edges sum to h. There is a unique lifting of y to a path y c X; which starts at X, with the understanding that traversing a fold edge is lifted to a path traversing the entire covering edge (see Figure 1) . Note that the group element associated to the endpoint of y is g + h. Therefore,
Since U~~I v,,(X;) gives the group elements associated to (!r.liJ. by the previous lemma. Let x E n n C and let X be the union of all cells in C containing
x. Thenp-I(X) n econtains I G(C)I / IBxl components by the last lemma. Because X -{x} is path connected, it follows that if Xis a component of p-I(X), then X -p -I(X) is path connected. From the construction of P ([.?I] .), it follows that Ip-I(X) n XI = l. Therefore,
Since p is a covering on neighborhoods of all vertices not in ii, the contribution to deg (e) for each vertex x E C -n is I G( C)I copies of d(x) = degree of x. Let x E n n C with X and X as above. For each vertex
So each x E ilcontributes IG(C)I/IBxl copies oflBxlo d(x) to deg (e). Therefore deg (e) = J(C) .
Let Ie Cbe an edge which is not a fold edge. Thenp-'(l) is IGI edges; so by symmetry p -'(/) II e consists of IG(C)I edges. Let I be a fold edge. Then p-'(l) consists of (l /2)IGI edges; so again by symmetry p-'(/) II e consists of (1/2) 1 G(C) 1 edges. Therefore e(C) = edge (e).
Let fcC be a region. As above, if f is not a branch block or a fold oo -block, then
We state a few more results which are useful when distinguishing designs. There are many possible conditions one could list similar to the following but, as illustrated in the appendix, the propositions given are sufficient to distinguish many designs with A. = 2. COROLLARY 3.3. Let!JI, and !JI 2 be predesigns and let f: ii, -+ Pi2 be a design isomorphism. Let a, and b, be vertices in [.11.] connected by an edge. Then in [!JI 2 ] (a; i, i, 00 ) can occur only in a component with group Zq. Also note that if t is the number of elements ofp,(fl II PI '(C» with branch group Zq , the number of vertices of p,'(C) is == t mod q. Therefore as the number of vertices in PI'(C) is the same as in Pi'(4)(C)), if t = 2, both p,(ti, II p, '(C» and P2(iiz II Pi'(4) (C) )) contain two elements of degree 1. As P; is a covering locally at the other vertices, the degree sequences of C and Now suppose A. = 2. Two more invariants of a design ~ are the orientability of [~] and the existence of a bichromatic dual. See [4, 15] . The proof of the following proposition is the same as that of Theorem 3.15 (1) We note that the invariants of Theorem 3.1 could be calculated using the above proposition when the assumptions of the proposition are satisfied. In particular if C is a component of [~] with p( C) = C, then pic is a branched covering with the branch data the same as in the above proposition except the number of cycles in each case is reduced by a factor of IG(C)I· PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A. = 2 and G be of odd order. Then [~] is orientable if and only if [.1J ] is orientable.
PROOF. In this case p is a branched covering by Proposition 3.6. Since branched coverings of odd degree preserve orientation, the proposition follows.
We conclude this section with two remarks applying to the case A. = 2. Second, the I-skeleton of each orientable component C of [81] that does not intersect n, is a voltage graph satisfying the Kirchoff voltage law, and each such component gives the Heffter imbedding of the voltage graph, as described in [9] . (In the Appendix, components C 2 , C), C 4 , and C s in Figure 10 illustrate this.) Also the I-skeleton of p-I(C) is the derived rotation graph defined in [9] . Proposition 3.6 above is reminiscent of Theorem 3.1 of [9] ; however, Proposition 3.6 allows [P4] to have nonorientable components and 00 E Y.
SOME CONSTRUCTIONS AND EXAMPLES
In this section we present some constructions of predesigns where the group action has o or 1 fixed points. Let Fq be the finite field with q elements where q == I mod 3. Let To = Fq x It and 1; = {oo} u (Fq x 1/) . As in [4] , we will construct a predesign fllo on To or 1; where the group action will be the additive group of Fq; we then describe switches applied to fllo which will allow us to construct many block designs with the same parameters distinguishable by the invariants of Section 3. See the Appendix for examples.
We assume that if q is even, A is also even. We further assume I > 2 if fllo is on To, and 
that ~n has the correct number of edges labelled 0 and, when n = 1, the correct number of edges connecting 00 to an element of 1/.
The construction of.% yields the correct number of edges with nonzero labels and is the same for both To and 1;. Before defining .%, we need some preliminary definitions and (i,}, k) We remark that both changing the coloring of ' §(''/{/') and the partition of .f may change the structure of fflo enough to give nonisomorphic iios. Before describing switches on fflo which will also produce different designs, we look at three cases not covered in Theorem 4.4.
First, we examine fJl o constructed on To when I = I or 2. The case I = 1 is covered in [4] . When I = 2 as IToI == 2 mod 3, by [11] , A == 0 mod 6. Construct.;V as before with the restriction that the partition of.f guarantees the existence of t = A/6 values i" ... , i, not necessarily distinct such that .;V contains the following 4 triples for each i j : 2-(v, 3, A.) Let a E F: design and .@2 a 2-(/, 3, q -I) design; both exist by [11] . Let.stl = {(a; i, i, oo)la E F: ,
If 1 == 5 mod 6, let .AI' be obtained as earlier with A == q -4. Let.@, be a 2-(/, 3, 3) design and .@2 a 2-(/, 3, q -1) design; both exist by [11] . Let .stI be given by
Again .AI' u .stI is a 2-(11;1, 3, q -1) predesign.
We now describe the switches which are generalizations of those described in [4] . By applying one or more of these switches to the 140s just described, new designs are often created. There are two possible generalizations of the one-switch of [4] : (I) replace «a; i, i), (b; i, i), (c; i, i» by «a; i, i), (c; i, i), (b ; i, i», or (2) replace «a; i,) , (b ;), k), (c ; k, i», «b; i,ll, (c;), k), (a ; k , i», «c; i,) ,
The three-switch of [4] can be generalized as follows: (3) (0; s, i», « -c; i, i), (0; i, r), (c; r, i», or (6) replace (0; j, r, 00), (0; s, i, (f), «a; i, j), (b; j, r), (c; r, i», « -c; i, j) , (-a; j, s) , (-b; s, i» by (b; j, r, (f) , ( -b; s, i, (f) , «a; i, j), (-a; j, s) The switches actually produce many such designs for a given parameter set.
The Appendix contains examples of this construction and the switches using the theory of Section 3 to distinguish the designs. Figure 10 . We now apply switches described in Section 4. We use the following notation for (1}-(6) of Section 4: (1) I- (a, b, c; i) , (2) I-(a, b, c; i, j, k) , (3) 3-(1:, • ~a, 1:2 • ~b, 1:3 • ~c; i), (4) 3-W, ~b, ~c; i,j, k) , (S) oo-(a, b, c; i, i, r, s; +), and (6) oo- (a, b, c; i, j , r, s; -) . Let d, be the four triples of .si o found in Table I which correspond to the 2-cells of components C 2 and C 3 in Figure 10 . There are six switches listed in Table 2 4, 8, [6); 4, 4, 4, [4,4,4) ; D(<f/,) 1167-1168 119-1Il0 00 - (2,6, 5; I, I, 2, 2; -) (2), 2, [2); 4, 8, [6); 4, 4, 4, [12) ; D(<f/,) 1169-1170 1113-1114 00 - (3, -4, I; 2, 2, I, I; +) (2), 4, 22, [3, 5, 12) ; D(<f/;) 1171 -1172 1113-1114 00 - (1,3, -4; 2, 2, I, I; +) (2), 4, 5, 7, 10, [3, 5, 12) ; D(<f/,) III I ~o (2), 2, (2); 12, [12); 12, (12) III2 III I I - (1,3, -4; 2, 2, \) (2), 2, (2); 12, [4, 4, 4); 12, [12) lIB 1Il2 I - (2, 6, 5; 2, 2, I) (2), 2, (2); 12, [4,4,4); 12, [4, 4, 4) I114 I112 1-(1,3, -4; I) (2), 2, (2); 4, 4, 4, [4, 4, 4); 12, [12) I115 lIB I - (1,3, -4; I) (2), 2, (2); 4, 4, 4, [4, 4, 4); 12, [4, 4, 4) ;<; 4, 4, 4, [4, 4, 4); 4, 4, 4, [4, 4, 4) I:tl 1117 § III I 00 - (6, 5, 2; 2, 2, I, I; +) (2), 5, 9, [3, II); 12, [12) .,. (2), 5, 9, [3, II); 12, [4, 4, 4) :! I:>..
III9 § III4
00 - (6,5,2; 2, 2, I, I; +) (2), 5, 9, [3, II); 4, 4, 4, [4, 4, 4) § IIIlO III I 00 -( -2, -6, -5; I, 2, I, 2; -) (2), 7, 7, [7, 7); 12, [12) I:>..
III

1\
II12
00 -( -2, -6, -5; I, 2, I, 2; -) (2), 7, 7, [7, 7); 12, [4, 4, 4) ~ I1112 III4 00 - (-2, -6, -5; 1,2, 1,2; -) (2), 7, 7, [7, 7); 4, 4, 4, [4, 4, 4) 0 11113 I1I2 00 - (-2, -6, -5; I, 1 ,2,2; +) (2), 3, II, [4, 10); 12, (12) 11114 liB 00 -( -2, -6, -5; I, I, 2, 2; +) (2), 3, 1\ , [4, 10); 12, [4, 4, 4) ~ III 15 (2), 5, 9, [3, II); 12, [4, 4, 4) 2-(27, 3, 2) designs, by Corollary 3.4. The degree of 00 is enclosed in parentheses, the degree of the vertices labelled 2 are listed in square brackets, the degree of the vertices labelled 1 are not enclosed, and D(d;) is the degree sequence of d; as listed in Table 2 . The components in the column 'Degree sequence' are separated by semicolons. « -5; 2, 2)), (-2; 2, 2), (-6; 2, 2))} . Applying the switch 1-(2, 6, 5; 2) to C J yields C 2 • [Cd has degree sequence [6] and [C 2 ] has degree sequence [2, 2, 2] . Table 3 , III-lIn, lists combinations of switches involving only triples from fJl o -C 1 ; hence by adjoining C i for i = 1 and i = 2, each of the 36 lines labelled III-lIn yields two distinct 2-(27, 3, 2) designs. Table 3 , IVI-IV6, yields six distinct 2-(27, 3, 2) designs. In this case, many configurations had the same degree sequence as some found in case 1.
We remark that the list in Table 3 yields a total of 416 distinct designs. This list, which was done by hand, is by no means exhaustive but illustrates the power of both the constructions and the methods of distinguishing designs. Cases 1 and 2 in particular probably can yield many more designs if more switching is done.
